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Presentation Notes
Intro: Today I am here to take you back in time in southern Utah, using the dunefields, to explore past climate conditionsFor many of us, the spectacular red and pink sand bring happy memories of carefree vacations, exploring slot canyons, trail riding, or squishing sand between our bare toes as we runAnother side of dunes is that, like mountains and rivers, they have a story to tell us – for dunes, it is all about drought…



PROJECT INTRODUCTION

• Recent (20th – early 21st century) 
droughts – annual to multi-annual

• Medieval (900 – 1100 A.D.) droughts 
– decadal to multi-decadal and 
centennial

• Drought forecasts (late 21st century) –
likely similar or greater duration than 
medieval droughts

Understanding past climates can inform us about 
future climate change and aid us in developing 
adaptive strategies for changing conditions.
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View of annual drought impact at Lee’s 
Ferry, courtesy US Geological Survey.

Abandoned Anasazi 
communities, Chaco 
National Historical Park 
and Hovenweep National 
Monument. Courtesy: 
National Park Service.
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Presentation Notes
US has experienced many droughts during the 20th and 21st centuries: i.e. Dust Bowl of the 1930s in Great Plains, with adverse impacts (economic, water shortages impact forests, fisheries, recreation and agriculture) --- typically ANNUAL (see Lee’s Ferry image) to multi-annual (length of dust bowl?)In Four Corners/Colorado Plateau, migration of whole communities concurrent with medieval droughts; chief difference from today’s droughts is DURATION – decades to many decades/centennial Climate models forecast for the mid to late 21st century suggest medieval droughts minimum estimate of future droughts (precipitation same but temperature increases)Need better understanding – more complete records to plan and adapt to coming climate conditions



Southern Utah
• is readily accessible
• fills a data gap
• offers a regional record

PROJECT LOCATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dunefields occur across southern Utah; dunes are drought proxy – threshold systems: dune activity (wind picks up sand and deposits in windward direction as new dune) when aridity, lack of vegetation, sand supply and wind strength met (happens during drought conditions)Three dune fields, west to east – Kanab (stabilized, parabolic); Escalante stabilized sand sheet; partially active; San Rafael: sand ridges separate partially active hairpin parabolics and barchans



RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• When have southern Utah dunefields

been active during the Holocene age 
(past 12,0000 years)?

• Are multiple dunefields active at the 
same time?

• Do periods of dunefield activity 
correlate with other drought proxy 
data in the Colorado Plateau?

Dune activity occurring concurrently across 
southern Utah suggests regional drought (decadal 
or longer) occurred at that / those times.

Hypothesis:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image shows regional overview. Triangles: dunefields in and around Colorado Plateau/Four Corners. Study areas in data void areaResearch questions: When have they been active? Are some fields active at same time? Do periods of dune activity correlate with other drought proxy data in CP?



• Hand-auger coreholes to sample and 
characterize dune sediments

APPROACH & METHODS

• Map geomorphic units in dunefields

• Analyze corehole grain size 
samples and sorting 
(paleoenvironments)

• Obtain age control
• Radiocarbon dating  

(charcoal)
• Luminescence dating 

(mineral grains)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we map the dunes: vegetation type and amount; dune forms, orientation; develop sampling planField work to describe the sediments and soil and collect samples: hand auger coreholes or trench and tube samplesUse grain size analysis and field notes to identify paleosols (old soils); record paleoenvironments (periods of past stability intervals)Obtain age dates using radiocarbon and luminescence (records last time mineral grains exposed to light/i.e. dune activity)



PRELIMINARY RESULTS

KANAB DUNE FIELD
Geomorphic Map & Core Locations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dunes migrating eastward, younger to east (less vegetation); sample sites in yellow triangles; Geomorphic units in white tabs; lower portion: vertical columns showLocation of OSL samples and paleosols interpreted to date. Ages in red.



Hypothesis:

Concurrent dune activity across southern Utah suggests regional drought (decadal 
or longer) occurred at that / those times.

PRELIMINARY AGE RESULTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To date: Kanab sampling completed and luminescence results obtained (blue): 6/7 periods of activity @ ~8,200; 6000-5500; 3800; 2400; 1200; 800; 300



FUTURE WORK

• Collect dune samples – San Rafael and Escalante dunefields
• Obtain age records (luminescence and radiocarbon dating)
• Develop stratigraphy / paleoenvironmental chronologies
• Comparison with other climate proxy records for Colorado Plateau

Example of other climate data 
– Colorado Plateau Region
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